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    01. Can’t Buy Me Love  02. Something  03. Let It Be  04. Drive My Car  05. Oh Darling  06.
Yer Blues  07. Love Me Do  08. One After 909  09. Chains  10. Come Together    Bass –
Bruno Falcão  Drums – Humberto Zigler  Guitar – Lancaster Ferreira  Organ [Hammond], Piano
– Flávio Naves  Saxophone – Denilson Martins  Vocals – Marcos Viana     

 

  

Blues Beatles started during the breaks of the rehearsals of Today – an original band that
Marcos Viana, Flavio Naves, Lancaster Ferreira, Bruno Falcão and Fred Barley started in 2010.
Marcos, the singer, would invariably pick up his acoustic guitar and start playing Beatles songs
The other members of the band were amazed at how natural the songs sounded, as if he had
written them himself. Being blues players the rest of the band started adding their blues twist to
these “break songs”. One day Lancaster said: “why do not we mix these two things we love to
play? We could call this Blues Beatles! “Everyone loved the idea and together they started the
Blues Beatles in 2013.

  

The first version of the Beatles songs that caught people’s attention was Ticket To Ride. The
video has now more than two million views on Facebook. The band has worked and reworked
many different songs since it was formed, but only the ones that sound natural to their ears stay
in the repertoire. The arrangements combine blues and soul grooves that suit the vocals of the
songs while adding a different feel to them. Instrumental solos and improvisation, typical
elements of the blues, are an integral part of the Blues Beatles style. ---geneseoriviera.com

  

 

  

I'm a lifetime Beatle fan - from 7 years to 64 years now. I have never cared for Beatle covers
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cuz to me, they're too fake. These guys, Blues Beatles, put that blues twist on it and made my
most loved songs fresh, and even more exciting!! They have SUPER energy in concert!! And
they do the Beatles proud!! During this pandemic on Wednesday nights, they are putting on free
shows, but you can tip if you want thru Pay Pal, and you just don't want them to end!!
ELECTRIC!! Each musician is a very accomplished player and they can really rip it!! ---Susan
Rasmussen, amazon.com
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